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T H E  H A M P T O N

The  Hampton Collection, proudly presented by Style Setters, 
gives cutting edge styling a fresh, light and airy, bright flavor. 
Offered in Deep Blue and Arctic White, these  finishes offer the 
ability to “mix and match” these two colors in the home.  
Simple clean lines with flush drawers, quarter round posts, inset 
tops, simple elements and  generously scaled custom drawer 
and door pulls make Hampton from Style Setters  a real 
statement while never overbearing. A simple curved base 
complimented by the  subtle arc of the Drawer and door pulls 
is carried through to the Mirror and Bed elements.  
King and Queen Panel Beds have panel footboards, and a 
Blanket chest footboard is  also offered. Dressers, Chests and 
Nightstands are offered in both Standard and Premium  scaling 
to offer maximum flexibility for all. 

Simplistic Elegance



StyleSetters Sedgewood Collection…unique  custom 
transparent black finish and many other features put 
Sedgewood in a class all its own.  A touch of contemporary sets 
this classic bedroom apart from others…At StyleSetters we pay 
attention to the details…Featuring Soft Close Solid wood 
drawers , cedar-lined.  The Bed has bolt -through 
rails for stability, with Custom made hardware and 
brass corner caps . The Sedgewood design 
elements are versatile and subtle…Note the  High 
Arched Lighted Bed ..This bedroom’s  distinctive 
eclectic and unique look. will make this bedroom 
fun and exciting!offered in both Standard and 
Premium  scaling to offer maximum flexibility for 
all. 

T H E  S E D G E W O O D
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The Oakton Collection from StyleSetters is a clean, casual and 
timely introduction with an eye on today’s tastes in home 
furnishings. The clean lines, flush drawers, and casual low sheen 
Oak finish speak comfort and simplicity, with contemporary  
styling. Soft radius tops and posts flow to the floor ending with 
a simple tapered foot. The  design, adapted from European 
classics of Scandinavian and Italian origin, are completed with a 
rough sawn Oak bone finish and surmounted with stylish 
custom designed drawer  and door 
pulls. The King and Queen Beds are 
available with 2 Drawer storage 
footboards 
giving generous additional storage 
without using additional floor space. 
The Oakton  Collection from Style 
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The Oakton Collection from StyleSetters is a clean, casual and 
timely introduction with an eye on today’s tastes in home 
furnishings. The clean lines, flush drawers, and casual low sheen 
Oak finish speak comfort and simplicity, with contemporary  
styling. Soft radius tops and posts flow to the floor ending with 
a simple tapered foot. The  design, adapted from European 
classics of Scandinavian and Italian origin, are completed with a 
rough sawn Oak bone finish and surmounted with stylish 
custom designed drawer  and door pulls. The King and Queen 
Beds are available with 2 Drawer storage 
footboards 
giving generous additional storage without using 
additional floor space. The Oakton  Collection 
from Style Setters has both Premium and 
Standard scaled Dressers, Chests,  and 
Nightstands with sizing to function seamlessly in 
any home.  
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The Springhill Collection from Style Setters is designed with 
elements commonly found in antique Asian Chests. while being 
mindful of the Casual Contemporary lifestyle of today’s 
interiors. The. soft half round moulding’s and quarter round 
posts form the cases and drawers and are finished in a warm 
English Chestnut.  Premium“V” matched veneer tops on each of 
the two Dressers and the two different Nightstands in the 
premium and standard sizes.  

   The Gunmetal Grey hardware is custom designed 
specifically for this collection.  The generous size is offset by 
an almost delicate, gentle tapered scale.. The Premium “V” 
matched  veneers carry through on the beds  and are 
accentuated with tooled metal,  The Storage footboard adds 
a valuable storage feature in any room. 

T H E  S P R I N G  H I L L
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The Springhill Collection from Style Setters is designed with 
elements commonly found in antique Asian Chests. while being 
mindful of the Casual Contemporary lifestyle of today’s 
interiors. The. soft half round moulding’s and quarter round 
posts form the cases and drawers and are finished in a warm 
English Chestnut.  Premium“V” matched veneer tops on each of 
the two Dressers and the two different Nightstands in the 
premium and standard sizes.  

   The Gunmetal Grey hardware is custom designed specifically 
for this collection.  The generous size is offset by an almost 
delicate, gentle tapered scale.. The Premium “V” matched  
veneers carry through on the beds  and are accentuated with 
tooled metal,  The Storage footboard adds a valuable storage 
feature in any room. 



T H E  M A R S H F I E L D

Stylesetters Marshfield collection. Simplistic Elegance  Whether 
you live in a rural country home or just love the traditional 
country English look you’ll love this classic mantel collection. 
The timeless appeal of fluted columns, raised arched panels 
and crown moldings will create a true sanctuary of relaxation 
after a long day at work.   

Marshfield’s rugged black rubbed through paint is accentuated 
with knotty Mahogany antique tops  in a distressed Chestnut 
finish.  Classic design details are offset with custom antique 
pewter hardware.and a quaint railed Blanket chest attached to 
the foot of the Marshfield bed …The blanket chest is a 
wonderful place to store whatever you wish and  completes this 
Classic English collection.   

                        Craftsmanship is in the details! 
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